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Abstract— This article presents a time-aware admission control
and resource allocation scheme in wireless networks, in the
context of a future generation cellular network. The quality levels
(and their respective utility) of different connections are specified
using discrete resource-utility (R-U) functions. The scheme uses
these R-U functions for allocating and reallocating bandwidth
to connections, aiming to maximise the accumulated utility of
the system. However, different applications react differently to
resource reallocations. Therefore at each allocation time point
the following factors are taken into account: the age of the
connection, a disconnection (drop) penalty and the sensitiveness
to reallocation frequency. The evaluation of our approach shows a
superior performance compared to a recent adaptive bandwidth
allocation scheme (RBBS). In addition we have studied the
overhead that performing a reallocation imposes on the infras-
tructure. To minimise this overhead, we present an algorithm that
efficiently reduces the number of reallocations, while remaining
within a given utility bound.

Index Terms— Bandwidth allocation, QoS provisioning, C.2.1.k
Wireless networks, Utility-based optimisation, C.2.3.a Network
management

I. I NTRODUCTION

A key feature of future generation wireless networks is to
provide mobile users with multimedia and data services seam-
lessly. The bursty nature and variable bandwidth needs of most
of the new services call for novel treatments of the network
resource management so that application needs are satisfied,
and at the same time network provider resources are used in
the best way. Many existing works in resource allocation focus
on one part of this equation to the detriment of the other party.
If end-to-end guarantees of user Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements are in focus, then some decisions may become
counterproductive seen from a system-level perspective, and
vice versa. In this article we approach the problem by methods
that bridge this gap.

The article presents a bandwidth allocation and admission
control mechanism to be used in a radio network cell of a
future generation telecommunication network. As the main
bottleneck we consider the bandwidth of the wireless link
between the user equipment (UE) and the base transceiver
station (BTS).

The different nature of the wireless channel (as compared to
the wireline) makes the QoS delivery more challenging. First,
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the fixed capacity of the allocated wireless spectrum makes the
system bandwidth-constrained, and hence allocation problems
cannot be solved by over-provisioning. Second, the resources
available to a user might vary greatly during the lifetime of a
connection. Due to mobility, a user might leave a cell where
bandwidth is plentiful and enter a congested area. Also, the
effective bandwidth of the wireless link may fluctuate due to
fading and interferences.

The above three factors describe a system where bandwidth
availability is highly variable in time, and the system may
often find itself in an overload situation. For the bandwidth
manager to take the best allocation decisions, we assume that
a quantitative measure of the utility (benefit) generated by each
connection is available. One way to capture the application-
specific perceived quality depending on resource availability
is via resource-utility (R-U) functions.

Consequently, a straightforward allocation optimisation cri-
terion (that can be easily linked to network operator revenues)
is maximising the system utility. This can be calculated as the
sum of the utility of each connection1.

Moreover, for such an open dynamic system, resource
reallocation might be needed in order to improve total utility
(if bandwidth becomes available, i.e. a connection finishes
or leaves the cell) or to provide graceful degradation (when
bandwidth has to be reallocated to new connections or incom-
ing handovers). In order to make more informed decisions on
resource reallocation, in addition to utility functions, we also
consider the fact that different applications react differently
to resource reallocation. For example, if a hard real-time
application is degraded, we would expect no utility from this
application, and the resources invested so far would be wasted.
On the other hand, an FTP session will have no restriction to
switch between different resource allocation levels, no matter
how often.

Therefore, we propose a Time-Aware Resource Alloca-
tion scheme (TARA) that aims to provide bandwidth allo-
cation/reallocation based on the utility-efficiency (utility per
bandwidth) of the competing connections. The novelty is
that our scheme identifies how resource reallocation decisions
affect the utility of the application, and integrates this informa-
tion into the bandwidth management algorithm. Based on their
flexibility to reallocations, we have categorised applications
in three classes: non-flexible, semi-flexible and fully flexible.
The time at which a reallocation decision is taken is also very
important. Because of the invested resources, disconnecting a

1Since each connection represents an application the two terms will be
regarded as interchangeable in the following text.
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connection when it is nearly finished creates a bigger utility
loss than if it is dropped just after start and bandwidth has
been invested for a small period of time. Thus, the system
has to be aware of the age of the connections to take a good
(re)allocation decision. In addition to this, two more factors
have been considered when reallocating. First, the dropping
penalty allows the user to specify its dissatisfaction of being
first accepted and then rejected. Second, the sensitivity of
some of the connections with respect to the frequency of
reallocations is considered.

To evaluate our scheme we have built a simulation platform
in which we compare our approach with a base-line version
that is unaware of the previously mentioned factors and a
recent published algorithm, namely the Rate-based Bandwidth
Borrowing Scheme (RBBS) [7].

Finally we consider the overheads created by our bandwidth
allocation scheme as a result of the periodic reallocation.
This increases the resource demand from the infrastructure
(e.g. CPU time for executing associated control functions or
additional bandwidth for signalling). Thus, by performing too
many reallocations in order to improve utility, the system
might get overloaded. Consequently, service availability will
suffer, and the generated utility will decrease; contrary to what
was intended. We present and evaluate a new algorithm for
controlling this overhead.

The article is organised as follows. In Section II we review
other approaches to QoS provisioning. Section III presents
background information about resource-dependent utility max-
imisation. In Section IV we identify the factors affecting the
utility of a connection if reallocations are performed and in
Section V we show how we include them in our scheme. Sec-
tion VI describes the evaluation setup and Section VII presents
the simulation results of our allocation scheme. In Section VIII
we present the above-mentioned overhead considerations. The
resulting conclusions are presented in Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

Research on QoS provisioning may pursue different goals.
While some research is geared towards end-to-end archi-
tectures [2], others address issues at end-system level or
network layers. Mechanisms like Intserv [5] and RSVP [6] or
Diffserv [4] provide the means of enforcing the necessary QoS
parameters (like bandwidth, delay, packet loss probability).

Many applications can be run at different QoS levels,
corresponding to a range of resource allocations. These can
be used for relative differentiation between applications, but
without a notion of “importance”, the QoS management sys-
tem will not be able to prioritise allocations during over-
loads. For meeting these needs, utility functions provide an
appropriate way to specify a quantitative measure of the QoS
perceived by the application [11], [12]. A utility function is
similar to a “QoS contract negotiation”. The user specifies
all its options and the provider chooses one of them. The
advantage of utility functions over run-time negotiations is
that the management system knows a-priori about the value
corresponding to different resource allocations and might be
able to enforce an optimised solution. Chen Lee et al. [11] use

resource-utility functions in a QoS management framework
with the goal to maximise the total utility of the system. They
propose two approximation algorithms, and compare the run-
times and solution quality with an optimal solution based on
dynamic programming. In our work we build on top of such an
utility maximisation algorithm, but we also take into account
bandwidth reallocations and their effect on the connections’
generated utility.

Another important factor for our scheme is the dynamic
nature of the environment. Some other approaches [15],
[7], are geared towards mobile networks and proposes adap-
tive bandwidth allocation schemes without an explicit use
of utilities. These use a flexible allocation approach, where
connections specify a mandatory minimal bandwidth and an
ideal maximal bandwidth. Also, both schemes differentiate
between real-time and best-effort connections. In the work of
Oliveira et al. [15], the allocated amount of bandwidth during
the stay in a cell is fixed, it can be changed only at a handoff.
El-Kadi et al. [7] provide a more adaptive scheme, by allowing
fixed portions of bandwidth to be borrowed from already
accepted connections. Although the scheme is adaptive, it does
not include a quantitative measure of the importance of the
different connections.

Next we present several systems that allocate resources
based on a certain “maximisation technique” of utility func-
tions, and also work in highly dynamic environments. Re-
source assurance (more or less), is a concern for all of these
systems.

Rui-Feng Liao et al. [12] use “utility functions” in a
bandwidth allocation scheme for wireless packet networks.
However as opposed to maximising the total utility of the
system, they provide “utility fair allocation” to the connec-
tions. Their algorithm extends “max-min fair allocation”, with
utility replacing bandwidth as the fairness criterion. While this
scheme provides equality to all connections, it might have
counterproductive effects during overload conditions, since it
degrades all the existing connection to a low common utility.

Abdelzaher et al. [1] propose a QoS-adaptive Resource
Management System for Internet servers. A QoS contract
is used to specify acceptable QoS levels, along with their
utility. There is no restriction in reallocations (similar to our
fully-flexible class). However, there is a “minimum” allocation
level that must be guaranteed. Otherwise a “QoS violation”
penalty (similar to our drop penalty) is incurred. They compare
an optimal allocation policy based on dynamic programming
with a first-come first-serve policy where resources are not
reallocated.

A system that also addresses resource allocation in mobile
networks is the “TIMELY Architecture” proposed by Bhargha-
van et al. [3]. While we are concerned with the allocation
at a “policy level” their system coordinates allocation from
the MAC-layer, through resource reservation and resource
adaptation to the transport layer. Moreover, an end-to-end allo-
cation over both wireline and wireless links is attempted. They
employ a revenue model with a 4-tuple: revenue function,
termination credit (similar to our drop penalty), adaptation
credit (similar in function to what we will call adaptation
time) and an admission fee. Maximising the revenue (based
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on the max-min criterion) is one of the criteria used during
allocation and adaptation. On the other hand, the same 4-
tuple is used for all flows. While simplifying allocation, it
prevents differentiation (as different importance or different
assurance needs) between flows. In our work we assume that
the QoS specification (as R-U functions, flexibility classes)
is connection specific, and during allocation the system uses
these parameters to differentiate between connections.

An optimal sampling frequency assignment for real-time
wireless sensor networks is proposed by Liu et al. [13]. In
their model, the underlying network uses dedicated channels
to communicate between neighbours such that interferences
are avoided. Nevertheless, a flow traverses several channels so
the bandwidth allocation of the different wireless channels is
not independent (as opposed to our work). Utility loss index
(that depends on the sampling frequency and is of convex
form) characterises QoS and must be minimised across the
network in order to optimise the system. Two algorithms are
proposed, a centralised that is better suited to small networks
and a distributed one that converges in several iterations, and
is better with large networks.

In a more classical real-time approach, in their QoS pro-
visioning system [16] Richardson et al. take a lower layer
approach, by using value based and real-time scheduling
techniques and working at the packet scheduling level. The
priority of each packet depends on the value of the connection
it belongs to and on its deadline. Total system utility is used
to measure system performance.

III. B ACKGROUND

To explain how our bandwidth allocation scheme works, we
must first present the notion of bandwidth dependent utility
function, and a utility maximisation algorithm.

A. Application utility

The utility of an application (and its associated connection)
represents the value assigned by the user to the quality
of the application’s results. In order to evaluate the utility
generated by different resource allocations, we assume that
each connection has a resource-utility (R-U) function, which
is specified by the user of this connection,ui : R∗ → R

∗, i
identifies the connection andR∗ is the set of non-negative
rational numbers, andui(r) describes the utility that accrues
given a resource levelr. In this paper the resource is the
wireless bandwidth in a cell. As a reflection of variety of
applications, utility functions may exhibit different patterns:
concave, convex, linear or step functions, the only restriction
being that a R-U function should be non-decreasing.

For the ease of representation, and to keep complexity low,
it is necessary to quantise the utility function using a small set
of parameters. Thus, the utility functions is represented by a
list of bandwidth-utility pairs, in increasing order of resource
consumption [11]:

ui =


(
Ui,1

Bi,1

)
, ...,

(
Ui,k

Bi,k

)

wherek is the number of utility levels of connectioni and
Ui,1 represents the resulting utility ifBi,k is allocated to the
connection.

B. System utility maximisation

Next we describe a general resource allocation problem. We
assume that the utility of a system is the sum of the utilities of
all applications in the system. Then the utility maximisation
problem can be formulated as follows:

maximise u(b1, ..., bn) =
n∑

i=1

ui(bi)

subject to

n∑
i=1

bi ≤ B max

whereu : R∗ n → R
∗ is the system-wide utility,bi are the

allocation variables to be solved, andB max is the total
available resource.

The above allocation optimisation problem is an NP-hard
problem closely related to the knapsack problem; Lee et
al. present several approximation algorithms to solve it. As
a basic ingredient in our scheme we use one of the algo-
rithms proposed by Lee et al. that we further refer to as
convex hull opt (referred asasrmd1 in [11]). Despite its
low complexity, the algorithm generates solutions close to the
optimal solution [10], [11]. As a first step it first approximates
all R-U functions by their convex hull frontier, which are
piece-wise linear, concave functions. Next, all convex hulls
are split in segments corresponding to their linear parts. Note
that a “segment bandwidth” is its projection on the x-axis (the
bandwidth increment between two levels). Then all the seg-
ments are ordered by a decreasing slope order (see Figure 1),
and bandwidth is allocated in this order until depleted. Thus,
a connection has allocated an amount equal to the sum of
the bandwidths of its “allocated segments”. The concave form
of the convex hull ensures a consistent allocation. Note that
the slope of each segment,(Ui,j − Ui,j−1)/(Bi,j − Bi,j−1),
represents its efficiency in terms of contribution to the system
utility.

Fig. 1. Optimal allocation order
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IV. REALLOCATION CONSEQUENCES

The R-U functions present the bandwidth-utility dependency
in a static manner. In a dynamic system, where resources need
to be reallocated, the utility given by a R-U function will
represent only a momentary value (ui(t)). A better measure of
the utility generated by a connection would be its accumulated
utility in time, which is the utility generated by the connection
over its entire duration.

If, for some application class, the accumulated utility of
a connection (ua

i ) corresponds to the integral of all the mo-
mentary utilities, that isua

i =
∫ T

0 ui(t)dt, then the following
equality holds:

ua =
n∑

i=0

ua
i =

n∑
i=0

∫ T

0

ui(t)dt =
∫ T

0

n∑
i=0

ui(t)dt =
∫ T

0

u(t)dt

where ua denotes the system-wide utility accumulated over
time andu(t) is the momentary system-wide utility.T repre-
sents a time interval. The above equations show that in this
case, the maximisation ofua

i can be achieved by maximising
ui(t) at each time pointt.

However, for other application classesua
i 6= ∫ T

0 ui(t)dt. For
example, there are applications with strong needs for resource
assurance. That is, if the initial agreed resource amount is
degraded, then all the potential utility generated until that
moment is lost. In the endua

i = 0, and resources allocated to
it since its arrival have been wasted. Therefore, our allocation
algorithm needs to take into account the effect that realloca-
tions have on the accumulated utility of the connections.

The main advantage of using utility functions is that the
user (application) has the possibility to quantitatively specify
the value he is attaching to the results. Accepting a connection
and allocating a certain amount of bandwidth is similar to
negotiating and signing a a QoS contract between the user
and provider. Since the R-U functions provide a framework
to specify all the acceptable levels, the negotiation phase (and
the associated overheads) can be skipped. In the same line
of thought, each reallocation would amount to a breach of
contract and signing of a new contract. Because of different ap-
plication types or user preferences, different connections have
different tolerance to bandwidth reallocation. The challenge
is to find a representative (and small) set of parameters that
satisfactorily describe the reallocation effects for a large set
of applications. The vision is to give the user the possibility
to specify these parameters so that the system can take the
right (re)allocation decision. Similarly to the R-U functions
they convey user expectation and should not be regarded as
a-priori fixed parameters tuned by the system operator.

We have thus identified three factors that affect the per-
ceived accumulated utility of a connection: the flexibility
(adaptability) to reallocations, the sensitivity to a complete
disconnection (as opposed to only a bandwidth reduction), and
the sensitivity to the frequency of reallocations.

A. Flexibility classes

We first divide the applications into three broad classes
depending on their flexibility with respect to reallocations.

Class I represents non-flexible connections. They require
strict resource assurance to fulfill their mission. That is, once
accepted (with initial utilityuinit

i ), the resource amount cannot
be re-negotiated. If the management system cannot assure the
initial resource amount at any time-point during the lifetime
of the connection, there will be no utility gained for the whole
duration of the connection, and already invested resources are
wasted. If accepted, any subsequent reduction of bandwidth
is equivalent to dropping the connection. Since it uses the
same amount of resources during its lifetime, increasing the
bandwidth brings no benefit. If the connection is not dropped,
the accumulated utility of the connection is calculated by this
formula:ua

i = uinit
i × duration. Examples are hard real-

time applications, critical control data, real-time data streams.
Class II represents semi-flexible connections. These are

applications that are judged by their worst moment in
their lifetime. For this type of connection the lowest util-
ity (respectively bandwidth) experienced during its lifetime
is used for calculating the utility for the whole duration:
ua

i = umin
i × duration. Compared to class I, a resource

degradation, while diminishing utility, is not disastrous. How-
ever, once a certain level reached, the results cannot be
improved if the resource allocation is increased at a later
point. For example, users often remember the worst portion
of a multimedia stream, or a distributed game. Another good
example is sensor readings where the resolution bound is
important. The resolution of the whole stream is the lowest
resolution from all the readings.

Class III represents fully-flexible connections. These
are the connections with no real-time requirements, and
they can adapt to both increases and decreases of
the bandwidth. The accumulated utility is the sum
of all the momentary utilities over the total duration:
ua

i =
∫ duration

0
ui(t) dt. Examples are fetching e-mail, file

transfer, or any type of connection in the “best effort” category.
A real-word application could be a combination of different

connections of different class. For example it could consist of
two parts, a mandatory one that is class I and a fully flexible,
class III. For this paper we consider applications to belong to
only one of the above classes. Note that the shape of the R-U
function does not depend at all on the class of the connection.
The class does not affect the initial allocation possibilities, but
only describes the effects at subsequent reallocations.

B. Drop penalty

We assume that disconnecting (dropping) a connection
before its natural end will bring its accumulated utility to zero.
This shows that invested resources will be wasted by such a
decision. In a similar manner resources have been invested on
the user side, and will be lost. Therefore, the user should be
able to specify a certain drop penalty, which represents the
customer dissatisfaction when a connection is disconnected
after being admitted into the system. LetP drop

i be the penalty
for dropping a certain ongoing connection. If disconnected, the
final utility of the connectionua

i = −P drop
i . If utility is used

in calculating the revenue of the network operator, a negative
utility will imply some form of compensation to the user.
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C. Adaptation time

Flexible (class III) applications can adapt to both increases
and decreases in bandwidth. In a dynamic environment, these
connections might be subjected to very frequent reallocations.
But even these flexible applications might need a certain
amount of time to adapt to the new “mode” after a realloca-
tion. For example, some algorithms for encoding, encryption,
compression could be changed, some computations need to
be restarted. Performing frequent reallocations might be worse
than keeping a connection at a constant, lower resource level.
A specified adaptation time is a way to reflect the minimum
time between reallocations in order to keep the expected utility.

The effects of not respecting a “minimum adaptation time”
could greatly differ for different connections. Nevertheless,
we propose the following performance degradation model.
If the time between two bandwidth reallocations (Ii) is less
then a specified adaptation time (Ai) then we assume that
the utility generated during this interval is onlyIi/Ai of
the utility under normal circumstances, thus characterising a
penalty for frequent reallocations. Classes I and II should not
be subject to frequent reallocations (bandwidth increases are
useless, decreases are few and bound by the allocation levels
of the utility function). Thus, this penalty is meaningful only
for class III connections.

V. DYNAMIC REALLOCATION

Because of the highly dynamic environment, constant real-
location is needed in order to obtain the best results. Basically
whenever a new connection or handover request arrives or
a connection ends, a new reallocation might be needed to
improve system utility.

In a large system, this event-based allocation may lead to
an unacceptable high call rate to the (re)allocation algorithm.
This overhead can be controlled by employing a periodic
(re)allocation method. New connections and handovers are put
in a queue and will be processed at the beginning of the next
allocation period. For reasonably low values of reallocation
period, the process will be transparent to the user.

Note that ongoing connections are treated at the same time
as requests for new connections or handovers. For the latter
two the (re)allocation algorithm plays also the role of ad-
mission control. Only requests that are allocated a bandwidth
greater than zero are admitted.

In Section III-B we mentioned an near-optimal allocation
algorithm that uses the R-U functions as input. The algorithm
will order and accept connections based on their efficiency.
We keep this as a base allocation algorithm. However, since
the original R-U functions do not describe the history of a
connection, we have to take the additional factors that describe
the effects of reallocations (see Section IV) into account.
Therefore we create “artificial” R-U functions by modifying
the original R-U functions at every (re)allocation time point.
For instance, in an ongoing class I connection, resources have
been invested for some time. The corresponding potential
utility however, will only be gained if the connection is not
dropped. When compared to a new connection, the ongoing
connection comes with this so far earned utility, that effectively

increases the efficiency of the connection over the rest of
its lifetime. Thus by modifying the R-U functions we make
the connections of all ages and classes comparable efficiency-
wise.

While at each allocation point we optimise based on the
utility-efficiency of the different connections, only a clairvoy-
ant algorithm that knows all the future arrivals could provide
a truly optimal allocation. For instance a class I connection
accepted at some point might be dropped if an increased
number of higher efficiency connections arrive at a later point.
By not accepting it in the first place the system would have
avoided paying the drop penalty. As clairvoyance is not a
realistic assumption the only other possibility would be do
predictions based on profiling past arrivals. Even this option
is considered as unrealistic in our context.

In the next subsections we will explain how the R-U
functions are modified at each reallocation. Table I summarises
the parameters utilised in the process.

TABLE I

NOTATION SUMMARY

ui The original R-U function of conn.i
uage

i The age-modified R-U function of conn.i

udrop
i The drop penalty modified R-U function of conn.i

uadapt
i The adaptation-time modified R-U function of conn.i
bi(l) The bandwidth of conn.i corresponding to QoS levell

pdrop
i The drop penalty of conn.i

tmax
i The duration of conn.i
tage
i The current age of conn.i

Ii The time passed since the last allocation for conn.i
Ai The adaptation time of conn.i
ua

i The value of the time-accumulated utility for conn.i
ua The value of the system-wide time-accumulated utility

A. Age and class dependent modifications

To get a feeling for why age modifications are needed, we
start by giving an example of a reallocation decision where
the original, unmodified R-U function is used. Assume there
is a class I or II connectionconn1, which has an R-U function
that evaluates to3 for bandwidth4 (u1(4) = 3). Assume the
total duration of the connectiontmax

1 = 10 seconds of which
5 seconds have elapsed, denoted bytage

i , and the allocated
bandwidth during this time wasb1 = 4. This means that the
accumulated utility so farucurr

1 = u1(b1) × tage
1 = 3 × 5 =

15. At this time a new connectionconn2 is competing with
the old one for the same bandwidth. Assume that forconn2

the utility corresponding to bandwidth4 is 5 (u2(4) = 5).
Because theconvex hull opt allocation algorithm is using the
slopes (utility/bandwidth) of the R-U functions’ convex hulls
to make decisions, and3/4 < 5/4, it will choose conn2 in
comparison withconn1 anducurr

1 will be lost. Let’s see what
is the utility gained by the system after the next5 seconds:
ua = u2(4) × 5 = 5 × 5 = 25. If the first connection had
been kept, the utility would have beenua = u1(b1)× tmax

1 =
3×10 = 30, thus the swapping decision is wrong. Therefore, to
replace an old connection with a new one, the utility generated
by the new connection until the completion time of the old
connection should be greater than the utility generated by the
old connection during its entire life time (see shaded areas
in Figure 2). In our example,conn1 should be swapped with
conn2 only if u2(4) × 5 > u1(4) × 10.
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Fig. 2. Replacement opportunity

In the above example we assumed that we have the choice
only to swapconn1 with conn2, at the same bandwidth level.
In general, we need to consider a connection that has multiple
acceptable bandwidth levels (in its R-U function), of which
one is the current allocation. To reflect the age, and thus the
accumulated utility at the reallocation time point, we need to
modify the R-U function of the existing connection as follows.
Each allocation corresponds to a levell in the R-U function,
where1 ≤ l ≤ k, andk is the maximum number of levels. We
denote the bandwidth at levell by bi(l), and the corresponding
utility by ui(bi(l)). For instance, in Figure 3 (a):bi(1) = 0,
ui(bi(1)) = 0, bi(2) = 2, ui(bi(2)) = 1, etc. Let the already
existing allocation level at a reallocation time point bej. In
Figure 3,j = 3 andbi(j) = 4.
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Fig. 3. Age modification for class I and II, withtagei = 5, tmax
i = 10,

and actual bandwidthbi=4

Here we explain how a modified R-U function for a class
II connection is constructed and refer to Figure 3 (a) and (b)
as an example. When constructing the modified R-U function,
we can divide the allocation levels in two sets (corresponding
to two situations). If the bandwidth allocation stays the same
or is increased,ua

i remains the same. Thus, for all these levels,
the modified R-U function, denoted byuage

i , will be equal to
the utility for the existing allocation:

uage
i (bi(l)) = ui(bi(j)) ∀j ≤ l ≤ k

Decreasing the bandwidth results in losing a portion (or all) of
the connection’s accumulated utility so far. So we first compute
the lost utility:

ulost
i (l) =

(
ui(bi(j)) − ui(bi(l))

)
× tage

i ∀1 ≤ l < j

Then we reduce the utility that can be accrued at the respective
levels by modifyingui to uage

i :

uage
i (bi(l)) = ui(bi(l)) − ulost

i (l)
tmax
i − tage

i

∀1 ≤ l < j

Note that for l < j there is a larger difference between
two adjacent utility levels inuage

i compared toui; that is,
the slopes of the segments of the convex hull ofuage

i (for
l < j) are steeper. That is, a reduction of the allocation can
only be compensated by a higher utility gained from other
connections. More precisely, the slope increase in the modified
R-U function is exactly large enough so that, if bandwidth
is reallocated to other connections, the newly accepted (im-
proved) connections will generate not only a higher utility
for the reallocated bandwidth, but in addition also recover the
utility lost by degrading this connection. The lost utility will
be recovered during the intervaltmax

i − tage
i (that is, before

the time point at which the degraded connection would have
released the bandwidth naturally).

For class I connections, any decrease in bandwidth means
the connection is dropped (leads automatically to0 band-
width). The modified R-U function for a class I connection is
presented in Figure 3 (c), if the original R-U function was the
same as that depicted in Figure 3 (a). For this class, the zero-
bandwidth level is calculated similarly to the class II case.
Class III connections do not lose utility (waste resource) in
case of a reallocation, thus their original R-U function needs
no age modification.

Now the question becomes, do we assume that the real
duration of every connection is known? Obviously this is too
unrealistic to assume. In practice we have to resort to an
estimate of a connection’s duration. The better the estimation
of the connection duration, the more accurate the modification
will be. This is because overestimating/underestimating the
duration of a connection will underestimate/overestimate the
importance of a bandwidth decrease for this connection. In
Section VII-A we further discuss how the system behaves in
the absence of an exact knowledge of the duration.

B. Drop penalty influence

Class I and II connections are dropped (disconnected)
whenever their momentary bandwidth becomes zero, since that
connection yields no utility in the end. Class III connections
should not be dropped because of bandwidth shortage, since
they can recover at a later time, without penalty. Recall that
each connection comes with its own drop penalty,P drop

i . To
reflect this sensitivity to disconnections, the R-U function is
further modified (the effect is additional to the age-dependent
modification) as follows:

udrop
i (bi(l)) =




uage
i (bi(l)) − P drop

i

tmax
i − tage

i

for l = 1

uage
i (bi(l)) ∀l 6= 1

Similar to ulost
i in the previous subsection, in order to im-

prove the accumulated utility, this penalty should be recovered
before the natural end of the connection.
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Note that the modification is only applied to the first level
(wherebi(1) = 0), because if bandwidth is not reduced to zero,
the connection is not dropped. Figure 4 presents the further
modification of the class II R-U function from Figure 3 (b)
given a drop penaltyP drop

i = 8.
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Fig. 4. Class II drop modification withP drop
i

=8, tage
i

=5, tmax
i

=10,
and actual bandwidthbi=4

C. Adaptation time influence

This modification, that reflects sensitivity to bandwidth
fluctuations, is only applied to class III connections. Classes I
and II will not be subject to frequent reallocations (bandwidth
increases are useless, decreases are bounded by the number of
the R-U function levels).

As presented in Section IV-C, for a flexible class III
connection, if reallocation is performed before the adaptation
time required by the application (Ii < Ai), the gained utility
in this interval (normallyui× Ii) is diminished to anIi/Ai of
the normal gained utility. This could be seen as a new form
of penalty computed asP adapt

i = ui × Ii × (Ai − Ii)/Ai, to
be subtracted fromua

i .
Each time there is a reallocation, the R-U function is

modified to represent the sensitivity to the current reallocation
frequency. IfIi < Ai and there is a change from the current
allocation level (j) then an adaptation penalty is incurred:

uadapt
i (bi(l)) =




ui(bi(l)) − P adapt
i

Ii
∀l 6= j andIi < Ai

ui(bi(l)) for l = j or Ii ≥ Ai

An example of modifications depending on adaptation time is
shown in Figure 5.

D. Algorithm overview

To summarise, Figure 6 presents a high-level version of
our allocation algorithm, that is invoked periodically and
independently for each cell of the network. The methods
containing “modify” in their name construct the modified
R-U functions as described in the previous sections. Some
of the parameters used in the algorithm are presented in
Table I, and the following are added:classi is the connection
class,bi is the current allocated bandwidth,new bi the new
allocation decision, andbmin

i the lowest bandwidth granted in
the connections’ lifetime, andperiod represents the running
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Fig. 5. Class III adaptation modification withAi=5, Ii=4,P adapt
i

=2,
and actual bandwidthbi=4

periodicity of the algorithm. As input the algorithm has all
n connections that want bandwidth in this cell (new, old
and handed over). Besides the proper (re)allocation algorithm
we present also the utility accounting algorithm, that once
an allocation decided, calculates the up-to-date system-wide
utility, that is our main performance metric.

Bandwidth (Re)allocation & Utility accounting Algorithm:
input: ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n: bi, ui, classi, t

max
i , tage

i , P drop
i , Ai, Ii, b

min
i

output: ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n: new bi //result of this allocation
∀1 ≤ i ≤ n: ua

i , ua //result of utility accounting

Bandwidth (Re)allocation:
for i := 1 to n do //modify the R-U functions

if classi = I or classi = II then
u′

i := agemodify(ui, classi, bi, tmax
i , tage

i );
u′

i := drop modify(u′
i, classi, P drop

i , tmax
i , tage

i );
if classi = III then

u′
i := adaptmodify(ui, classi, bi, Ai, Ii);

(new b1, ..., new bn) := convexhull opt(u′
1, ..., u

′
n)

//new allocation computed
Utility Accounting:
for i := 1 to n do

if classi = I or classi = II then
if (classi = I andnew bi ≤ bi) or

(classi = II andnew bi = 0) then
ua

i := −P drop
i ; //rejected, apply drop penalty

else //not rejected
ua

i := ui(b
min
i ) × tage

i ; //set accum. utility so far
if classi = III then //update accum. utility so far

ua
i := ua

i + ui(new bi) × period;
if Ii < Ai then //apply adaptation penalty

ua
i := ua

i − ui(bi) × Ii × (Ai − Ii)/Ai;
if new bi 6= bi then //mark new reallocation

Ii := 0 ;
elseIi = Ii + period ;

ua :=
Pn

i:=1 ua
i ;

Fig. 6. Algorithm overview

VI. EVALUATION SETUP

To evaluate the advantage of using utility-based characteris-
tics of a connection we have compared our scheme, the “Time-
aware resource allocation scheme” (TARA) , with a recent
flexible allocation scheme that addresses similar network prob-
lems. We begin with a short description of the “Rate Based
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Borrowing Scheme” (RBBS) proposed by El-Kadi et al. [7].
We then explain how we have reconstructed that algorithm
in our simulation environment to make valid comparisons (by
ensuring that the choices of parameters were compatible and
reproducing their earlier results).

The RBBS paper proposes an admission control and band-
width allocation scheme for cellular networks. In order to
not deny service to requesting connections (both new or
handovers), bandwidth will be borrowed from already accepted
connections. The algorithm uses the following strategy. Each
connection that arrives in the system comes with a minimum
(mini) and a maximum (maxi) bandwidth requirement. The
actual borrowable bandwidth (abbi) is calculated as a frac-
tion (f ) of the difference between maximum and minimum
bandwidth,abbi = f × (maxi − mini), wheref is a cell-
wide parameter. Another cell-wide parameter isλ which is
the number of equal shares theabbi is divided into. When
there is not enough bandwidth available at a certain admission
point, bandwidth is freed by decreasing the allocation to all
connections with one level (a share from theabbi). Moreover,
in order to provide a smooth change in bandwidth allocation,
only one share from the borrowable part can be lent at any
time. RBBS divides connections in two classes. Class I are
considered real-time connections and a certain amount (e.g.
5%) of the cell bandwidth is reserved to be exclusively used
for handovers for this class. This is because class I connections
should have always (and can be handed over with) at least
mini bandwidth allocated, otherwise they should be dropped.
Class II applications are considered best-effort and can be
handed over with any allocated bandwidth (greater than zero)
in the new cell. Requests for new connections (both class I and
II) are treated more strictly, they are only accepted if enough
bandwidth is available to accommodate them at the same level
as the cell. When connections terminate or are handed over
the available bandwidth increases. If there are connections
degraded below the cell level (due to handovers), they will be
upgraded first. Otherwise, when enough bandwidth becomes
available, the whole cell moves to a better QoS level.

The above work is very interesting because the authors
take into consideration many of the characteristics of a Third
Generation (3G) network. They consider different traffic types
(described next), with different bandwidth requirements, mul-
tiple allocation levels, resource assurance classes, etc. On
the other hand they do not use a quantitative performance
metric (such as utility), that could glue such a complex system
together and steer allocation, but use the usual performance
metrics such as blocking/dropping probabilities, that are more
suited for fixed allocation / single service systems (e.g. 2G).
We will return to this issue later in the paper.

To get a good comparison of our scheme and theRBBS
we have used the same traffic characteristics as those used for
evaluation of RBBS [7]. The same traffic mix has been used
first by Oliveira et al. [15] as representative for future mobile
communication networks. The first 9 columns of Table II
are identical with the ones in the RBBS paper. As in their
experiments, the requested bandwidth and connection duration
are not fixed, but follow a geometric distribution with the
given minimum, maximum and mean values (columns 2 to 6)

TABLE II

TRAFFIC MIX USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

Applic. 
Group  

Bandwidth 
Requirement (Kbps)  

Connection Duration 
(sec)  

Examples  RBBS 
class  

TARA 
class  

 min  max  avg  min  max  avg    

Relative 
utility  
per bit  

1 30  30  30  60  600  180 Voice Service & 
Audio Phone  

I I 1  

2 256  256  256  60  1800  300 Video -phone & 
Video-conference  

I II 1/3  

3 1000  6000  3000  300  18000  600 Interact. Multimedia 
& Video on Demand  

I II 1/10  

4 5 20  10  10  120  30  E-Mail, Paging,  
& Fax  

II  III 3  

5 64  512  256  30  36000  180 Remote Login &  
Data on Demand  

II III 1/5  

6 1000  10000  5000  30  1200  120 File Transfer & 
Retrieval Service  

II III 1/7  

 

The minimum acceptable bandwidth is fixed and presented in
Column 2. The second column from right represents how we
mapped the different application groups into to our connection
classes (non-adaptive, semi-adaptive, fully-adaptive).

Since the RBBS is not based on utilities, we had to associate
each of the6 application groups with an R-U function shape.
For example, the shape of the R-U function for application
group 3 (the one representing interactive multimedia) is pre-
sented in Figure 7. All R-U functions that we used, follow the
minimum and maximum bandwidth requirements as specified
in Table II.

min max
Bandwidth

U
til

ity

Fig. 7. R-U function shape for group 3

The rightmost column in Table II reflects a relative im-
portance between application groups. For example, since one
might be ready to pay roughly three times more for a video-
phone conversation, which has a bandwidth demand of 256
Kbps, the utility per bit should be almost three times higher
for an audio-phone that requests only 30 Kbps. It represents
the utility per bit associated with the requested bandwidth,
e.g. if the requested bandwidth of a connection in application
group 3 is 6,000 Kbps then the utility for this bandwidth is
6,000,000× 1/10 = 600,000. Having fixed the relative differ-
ence at the maximum level, all the other utility values of the R-
U function are calculated following the shape of the function.
While assigning utility values is always a subjective problem,
we tried to use early practice values in our experiments. Ruben
et al. [17] performed a study at Ericsson Cyberlab in Singapore
and had access to current conceivable business models.

In our simulation environment, connections arrive at the user
equipments (UE) following an exponentially distributed inter-
arrival time with a mean of 15 minutes. All the6 application
groups arrive with equal probability. Mobility is modelled in
the following way: the time at which a UE changes cell (and
requests a handover if a connection is ongoing) follows a
geometric distribution starting from60 sec and mean300 sec,
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with equal probability to move in any of the neighbouring
cells. Fluctuations of the wireless link, mentioned as a source
of bandwidth variability in the introduction, have not been im-
plemented in the simulator. Nevertheless, the random handover
and new connection arrival together with the different sizes
and R-U functions of the connections ensure a very dynamic
resource variability. We believe that since our system deals
with this variability properly, the radio link variability can be
dealt with analogously.

Our simulations were performed in a simulation environ-
ment described by Jonasson [9] and built on top of JavaSim,
a component-based, simulation environment developed at Ohio
State University [18], [8]. We have simulated a hexagon cell-
grid of 16 cells,4 × 4 , and a go-around world model to
preserve uniformity in our grid. Each cell has a capacity of
30 Mbps.

For all the schemes the bandwidth allocation/reallocation
has been performed with a period of 2 seconds. The drop
penalty was set using the following formulaP drop

i = 20% ×
ui(b

req
i ) × tavg

i , wherebreq
i is the requested bandwidth, and

tavg
i is the average connection duration (according to Table II).

Adaptation time was set to5 seconds.
As our main performance metric we use the accumulated

system utility (ua) generated by the different connections in
the system. The accumulated system utility is independent of
the allocation algorithm and is calculated in the same way for
all the simulated schemes and according to Section IV.

VII. E VALUATION RESULTS

Figure 8 presents the accumulated utility generated by 5
allocation schemes (described shortly) during one simulated
hour. On the x-axis we have the arrival rate (number of new
connections per second). The values in parenthesis represent
the corresponding offered load as compared to the capacity of
the cell. Thus0.2(2.56) means that the offered load with an
arrival rate of0.2 was 2.56 times the maximum capacity of
the cell. The offered load is calculated using the bandwidth
requests of the connections.

For each of the arrival rates and for each bandwidth allo-
cation scheme we conducted five different experiments (by
changing the seed of the various distributions) and plotted
the average value. The coefficient of variance (CV ) was less
than 0.06 in almost all of the cases (CV = σ/µ, that is
the standard deviation divided by the average). A similar
statistical confidence applies also to the results presented in
the forthcoming figures.

A. Comparison to basic maximisation algorithm

To see the impact of our class and age aware modifications,
we have compared three flavours of TARA. TARA-normal and
TARA-perf-est both use modified R-U functions as presented
in Section V. The difference is that for TARA-normal we
have used the average connection duration (see Table II) to
estimate the duration of each connection when calculating the
modifications (see Section V), while for TARA-perf-est we
used the real duration from the traffic generator. Thus, the
latter provides the best possible case to hope for. Although
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Fig. 8. Accumulated utility

the age-dependent modifications play an important role in our
scheme, the difference between TARA-normal and TARA-
perf-est in Figure 8 is marginal. It seems that in most of the
cases, the difference between the real duration and the average
value, is too small to result in the wrong decision (to decisively
change the slopes of the modified R-U functions).

We have also simulated a version of TARA where the
modifications of the original R-U functions are not performed,
denoted as TARA-no-update. Basically, TARA-no-update is
the convexhull opt allocation algorithm (see Section III-B)
invoked periodically. By not taking into consideration the
connection classes, the dropping penalty and the adaptation
time, TARA-no-update exhibits a 35% decreased system utility
when working in areas where the offered load is between 1.3
and 2.6.

At high overloads (corresponding to 0.5 and 1 arrival rate)
the applications with the lowest utility per bit, which belong to
application group 3, class II, are all rejected at the beginning,
and since the lowest utility per bit connections still accepted
are now applications in group 6 class III, which can be put
indefinitely on hold, TARA-no-update comes closer to the
other two. This is an expected behaviour with a traffic in
which the allocation borderline (the last bandwidth allocated)
lies firmly within connection class III.

B. Comparison with RBBS

The results for RBBS have been plotted as RBBS-normal.
There is a large difference between TARA and RBBS which
amounts to 45% when the system gets overloaded with traffic.
The main factor that contributes to this result is the absence of
utility consideration by RBBS. While TARA is rejecting only
low utility per bit connections,RBBS is rejecting a comparable
amount from all application groups.
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Besides the original RBBS we also used a slightly modified
version of RBBS to make the comparison more favourable
towards that scheme (shown as RBBS-friendly). The original
RBBS may both lower and raise bandwidth for all connections.
Hence, we modified RBBS not to replenish connections of
TARA class II (because no utility is gained), and set the
borrowable part of TARA class I connections to zero. For both
RBBS schemes, reserved bandwidth wasr = 5%, number of
levelsλ = 10, and borrowing factorf = 0.5 [7].

C. QoS per application group

So far we have presented the results only from the per-
spective of the total system utility. A more specialised view
is presented in Table III, the application groups on the x-
axis refer to those in Table II. We can observe that only
connections that have the lowest utility efficiency are blocked
(new connections) or dropped (ongoing connections). Since
application group 6 is a class III connection, it can accept
zero allocation situations, so there are no ongoing connections
dropped in that case. Also, even at13 times overload, most
of the small, important application groups remain unscathed.
Nevertheless it is important to note that the main goal of the
system is to generate the highest utility and not to minimise
the number of rejected/dropped connections.

TABLE III

STATISTICS PER APPLICATION GROUP AT LOAD2.42AND 13

application groups 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
accepted new 464 461 234 445 466 394 2417 2400 66 2346 2355 610 
rejected new 0 0 216 0 0 115 0 0 2283 0 0 1917 
rejected ongoing 0 0 74 0 0 0 0 0 49 0 0 0 
allocation level (%) 100 100 66 100 96 85 100 100 24 100 81 50 

 

load = 2.56 load = 13

D. Choice of performance metric

As the main performance metric, we use the accumulated
system utility. Hence, we depart from the traditional call block-
ing probability (CBP) and call dropping probability (CDP) as
performance metrics. We argue that they are obsolete in a sys-
tem where the requested bandwidth of one connection might
be only a small fraction of another connection’s demands,
but both contribute equally in calculating CBP or CDP. The
argument is confirmed by Figure 9, which shows the CBP
of the simulations. The application group most blocked by
TARA has a big bandwidth demand, and by blocking few of
them a lot of bandwidth is saved for other connections. Since
RBBS treats all connections equally it has to reject much more
connections to equal the number of bits.

Although the aim of our algorithm is to maximise the utility
and not to ensure a low dropping (or blocking) probability,
dropping an accepted connection reveals a certain degree
of miscalculation. Thus we present the CDP in Figure 10.
Since TARA can also drop ongoing connections which are
not handed over, we use a different formula for CDP.

CDP =
rejectedOngoing + rejectedHandovers

acceptedNew + acceptedHandovers

Even without reserving a certain amount of bandwidth to be
used exclusively for handovers (RBBS reserves 5% for this
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Fig. 9. Connection blocking probability
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Fig. 10. Connection dropping probability

purpose), TARA-normal and TARA-perf-est are able to keep
the number of droppings quite low. Handovers are not regarded
as new connections in the cell where they are handed over.
We want to emphasise here that the increased importance due
to the aging mechanism provides a “natural” differentiation
between handovers and new connections, and the algorithm
does not have to use some kind of forced differentiation
mechanism to differentiate between them.

The experiments show that the aging mechanism, the drop-
ping penalty, and the flexibility of class III connections are
able to protect handovers as well as other ongoing connections
from being dropped. The consequence of not taking in to
consideration these factors is shown in the plot of TARA-no-
update. While blocking less connections, it is dropping more
than TARA-normal. The effects on the accumulated utility
were already presented in Figure 8.

E. Complexity considerations

From a computational complexity point of view, the convex
hull maximisation algorithm that we use, has a complexity
of O(nL log n), wheren is the number of ongoing and new
connections, andL is the maximum number of utility levels
of an R-U function. The utility function modifications that we
introduce have the complexity of at mostO(nL), since they
have to manipulate each level in the R-U function. The RBBS
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algorithm has a worst case complexity ofO(n), since it has
to access each connection when borrowing bandwidth. When
borrowing does not occur, that is until free bandwidth is de-
pleted, the algorithm just serves the new incoming connections
(O(1)). The above analysis shows that considering only algo-
rithmic computations, the RBBS has a favourable complexity
compared to ours. However, the bandwidth reallocations might
impose a heavy burden on the system due to executions
of control functions and the associated signalling. Since we
expect that the reallocation overhead is more important than
the computational complexity, we specifically study the trade-
off between utility optimisation and reallocation overhead.

VIII. B ANDWIDTH REALLOCATIONS AND

INFRASTRUCTURE OVERHEAD

By analysing the applications’ requirements and modifying
the R-U functions the allocation algorithm takes account
of the effect of reallocations from an application point of
view. However, the scheme ignores the overheads created by
reallocations on the system infrastructure. First, there is the
increase in signalling. Every time the allocated bandwidth
changes, the radio network controller (RNC), where the radio
resource management decisions are taken, has to send the
bandwidth reallocation decision to both source and destination
of the respective connection. Second, processing capacity is
demanded by control functions used in conjunction with a
bandwidth change (e.g. channel switching: both type and rate,
setup/release connection, power control etc.). A more detailed
relationship between control functions and CPU load in a
RNC, together with a lower-level CPU overload protection
mechanism were presented in an earlier work [14].

To measure the infrastructure overhead we count the number
of changes occurring in the respective cell at each reallocation
point. Note that the overhead is proportional to thenumber
of bandwidth changes and does not depend on theamount
of bandwidth change. Figure 11 compares the number of
bandwidth reallocations for TARA and RBBS for different
connection arrival rates (i.e. offered load).

As in the previous graphs, the x-axis depicts the connection
arrival rate (CAR) and the values in parenthesis represent the
offered load compared to the capacity of the cell. While the
system is not overloaded (before 0.1 on the x-axis) the number
of changes is low. It begins to grow (approximatively linear)
when the system is overloaded. Under initial overload (2.56
cell capacity) the difference between TARA and RBBS is
around 50%. The difference slowly decreases as the system
gets heavily overloaded with traffic. It is explained by the
fact that, RBBS is borrowing bandwidth from all connections
in the system (and thus reallocating for all), while TARA is
degrading only the lowest performers.

Our next concern is the following: how to modify the
allocation maximisation algorithm so that we decrease the
number of bandwidth changes while still keeping a high total
system-wide utility? Or conversely, what is the relationship
between the number of reallocations and the performance
(generated utility) of the system?
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Fig. 11. Number of reallocations comparison

A. Reallocation control

The magnitude of overhead generated by bandwidth real-
locations and their effects on the system-wide utility greatly
depends on the system implementation and also on the run-
time environment. Thus, it is difficult to analytically asso-
ciate a penalty tag to a reallocation to use it directly in
the utility maximisation algorithm. Nevertheless, it is clear
that by reducing the number of reallocations the overhead is
proportionally reduced. To this end, we propose and evaluate
an enhanced bandwidth allocation algorithm that minimises
the number of bandwidth changes while keeping the utility at
a predetermined level. The algorithm, presented in Figure 12,
will replace the originalconvex hull opt algorithm in TARA
(see the (re)allocation algorithm in Section V-D).

The core idea is as follows: each period we first compute
a bandwidth allocation that maximises system utility regard-
less of the number of generated bandwidth changes (using
convex hull opt). This will generate a list of changes to be
performed. Then we discard changes from the list as long
as the utility remains above a minimal acceptable value. The
minimal acceptable utility is proportional to the maximal
utility allocation and is calculated using a control threshold
parameter (thresh). That is, if thresh = 95%, the utility
generated in each period is never lower than95% of the
maximum attainable. The pseudocode below describes the
algorithm.

Figures 13 and 14 show the performance of the algorithm
(measured in the number of reallocations), when used with dif-
ferent threshold settings. All the other parameters used in the
experiments are identical to the ones presented in Section VI.
Figure 13 presents the dependency between reallocation count
and offered traffic load. As the traffic load increases the
difference between the allocation algorithms increases too.
For instance, when CAR = 0.1 (the offered traffic load is
130%), the number of reallocations withthresh = 80% is
25% lower than for TARA-normal. With the new algorithm
when CAR = 0.5 (the offered load is 650%) the number of
reallocations drops with 68%. Note that for a given threshold
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MinChangeAlloc Algorithm
input: {c1, c2, ..., cn} //set of connections

thresh //system utility threshold
output: {b′1, b′2, ..., b′n} //newly allocated bandwidth
begin

initialise: ui := R-Ufunction(ci) //standard R-U function
bi := bandwidth(ci) //current bandwidth

{b′1, b′2, ..., b′n} := convex hull opt(u1, u2, ..., un)
u′ := umax :=

Pn
i=1 ui(b

′
i) //maximum utility

G := { ci |b′i > bi} //connections gaining bw.
L := { ci |b′i < bi} //connections losin bw.

effi := |ui(b
′
i)−ui(bi)

b′i−bi
| //the efficiency criterion

Ga := sorta(G) //sort efficiency-ascending
Ld := sortd(L) //sort efficiency-descending
fbw := B max −Pn

i=1 b′i //calculate initial free bw.
while Ga 6= ∅ ∧ Ld 6= ∅ loop

//identify a bw. decrease and a set of covering increases:
identify cl = head(Ld)
if ∃ a minimum prefix PGa of Ga such that
bl − b′l ≤

P
cj∈PGa

(b′j − bj) + fbw then
//resulting utility if we give up these reallocations:
u′ := u′−Pcj∈PGa

(uj(b
′
j)− uj(bj))− ul(b

′
l)+ ul(bl)

if u′ < thresh × umax then exit loop
//else really give these reallocations up:
fbw := fbw −Pcj∈PGa

(b′j − bj) − b′l + bl

b′l := bl; ∀cj ∈ PGa b′j := bj

Ga = Ga − PGa; Ld = Ld − {cl}
else exit loop

end loop
return {b′1, b′2, ..., b′n}

end

Fig. 12. Reallocation control algorithm
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Fig. 13. Performance of reallocation minimisation algorithm. View (a)

value (representing the minimal acceptable utility) the actual
utility gained by the system can be much higher. A better
perspective on the dependency between reallocations and the
generated utility is presented in Figure 14. While for lower
loads, the increase in reallocations is not so big, for higher
traffic loads (higher connection arrival rates), the number of
reallocations strongly increases as we get closer to maximum
utility. Thus we can greatly diminish the number of bandwidth
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Fig. 14. Performance of reallocation minimisation algorithm. View (b)

reallocations by slightly lowering the utility expectations.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In an open, dynamic system there is a trade-off between
optimisation and provisioning. A resource allocation decision
might promise maximal utility at a certain time point, but
as new requests arrive and old requests depart, a reallocation
could improve the utility of the system. The question arises:
should resources be reallocated or not? A reallocation might
accept connections with higher utility, but might also break
ongoing QoS contracts. The novelty of our approach is that we
combine these choices in a consistent manner. We synthesise
the consequences of potential reallocations for different classes
of applications, and use this information in our periodic
allocation/reallocation strategy.

We have presented an admission control and resource al-
location scheme to be used in a future generation mobile
network. The scheme is based on an allocation algorithm that
aims to maximise system-wide utility, having the utility of
each connection specified by a bandwidth dependent utility
function. To suit the dynamic nature of the environment,
where constant reallocations are required, we identified the
effects of reallocations on different connections. Based on their
sensitivity to reallocations, connections have been divided into
three classes: non-flexible, semi-flexible, and fully flexible.
Connections are also differently affected by disconnections
and have different sensitivity to allocation fluctuations. An
implicit but very important factor is the age of the connection,
since it represents the time during which resources have
already been invested.

While the application here might seem too specific, we
believe that a similar approach can be adapted for other open,
dynamic environments (e.g. the link capacity of an Internet
provider) or other resource types (e.g. power-aware computing,
or bottlenecks in adhoc networks).

To validate our approach, the algorithm has been tested
against a baseline that does not take account of the above
factors. We have also compared it with a recent adaptive
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allocation scheme (RBBS), that does not use a value-based
approach. Our approach shows significantly increased per-
formance as expressed by the system-wide accrued utility.
Another advantage is that the treatment of handovers is con-
sistent with that of other ongoing connections, by taking into
account their age-related increased importance when allocating
bandwidth in the new cell.

After identifying a (re)allocation scheme based solely on
application preferences, we considered the overhead that the
scheme generates in terms of demands on other system-wide
resources. For example CPU time utilisation and signalling
traffic will increase when executing the reallocation decisions.
We have chosen the number of bandwidth reallocation as
a metric for characterising such demands and shown that
we can greatly reduce the strain on the system with only
a small decrease in the generated utility. Consequently, this
new algorithm could be employed to avoid overloading the
infrastructure.

An immediate step as a future work is by extending the
setting to a multi-link resource allocation. Hybrid access
networks are very interesting for they combine the cellu-
lar hierarchy with ad-hoc flexibility. Besides the topological
challenge there is also the resource difference. Even the
channel conditions are usually different, for instance ad-hoc
channels are more unreliable, and this will affect their QoS.
A consistent, multi-resource allocation optimisation scheme is
a longer-term goal.

We conclude by making the following remark. In a future
generation mobile network, the resources (bandwidth) required
by different applications and services will be highly varied.
Blocking or dropping connections will be too coarse-grained
to be suitable for such a situation, The concern ought to
shift on how often and by how much resources ought to be
(re)allocated. Thus, using a performance metric such as the
accumulated system utility will enable a better control over
system behaviour.
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